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About This Content

Created by the IJC crew from the Killing Floor community, all revenues from this pack are shared with that community team!

This is a weapon pack of two halves. We have weapons created by the people, for the people - and you can have a couple of
Horzine's latest prototype weapons. Try them all out and you decide which is best! The first two are really for the down-to-earth,

home-grown Zed-killer, while the other pair were designed with the tech elite, I'm-not-get-Zed-on-MY-hands type.

The ErsatzWaffen

 

The Blower Thrower: This is a gasoline-powered leaf blower
modified to shoot a stream of vile liquid up to 35 meters. The user can spray gag-inducing, poison bloat bile to take
down enemies that will often blame the attack on the nearest bloat.
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The Seal Squeal harpoon gun: For most people, launching a meter-
long steel harpoon into an enemy would be enough, but industrious walrus hunters added a time delayed explosive to
these shafts for extra boom.

The Horzine Advanced Prototypes

 

Seeker 6: A hand-portable missile launcher firing batches of 6 mini-
seeker missiles into whatever the user paints with a laser designator. They may take different paths but the missiles all
seek the same enemy, even behind light barricades.

 

ZG2: The second prototype of the famous Zed Gun. This (barely)
handheld edition replaces the large radar screen with a small flashing indicator and eliminates the need for heavy battery
packs because electro-stun grenades stun targets more efficiently than energy intensive beams.
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Title: Killing Floor - Community Weapons Pack 3 - Us Versus Them Total Conflict Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tripwire Interactive
Franchise:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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Lovecraft + nonlinear + many endings + rich story = everything I need in good adventure game.. This review is a shame,
because AoG II came off as a really good title for the first 90 minutes.

It's not "Football Manager" level deep, but it's deeper than most of the more casual management sims that you see out there.
Characters had a lot of attributes and stats, you had different staff members to hire, and there were lots of ways to upgrade your
base. The graphics were professional looking. All around looking good.

It wasn't perfect. It looked like you could only sim one day at a time. The league schedule was a bit odd, sometimes clumping
several matches together over 2-3 days then nothing for 2 weeks after that (this matters because of healing time and fighter
fatigue). The interface required a few more mouse clicks than I'd have liked. But I hadn't seen anything I couldn't live with.

Then I was playing my second match, close to winning against an AI team that outlevelled me 3-1. I'd bet a lot of money on the
outcome and I was about to clear up my financial issues. It was time for the last surviving AI player to move... and he wouldn't
take his turn. Just stood there, sort of swaying back and forth and adjusting his belt.

Let's be clear - the game hadn't crashed. This wasn't a thing with my PC. The game AI just decided to say, "F this match and F
you. I'm not going to take my turn until you quit the game. I'm an AI with no concept of time, so even though I can't beat you on
the field, I know I can outwait you. Your move, player."

I waited a little over 5 minutes, then looked at my time in game to see if I could refund. 116 minutes! Hell yeah! I quit just as
fast as I could and sent my refund request to Steam.

This isn't an Early Access title. If I can't get through 2 hours without a bug ruining my game, then that's not something I want to
bother with. The fact that this game had been 40% off for a long time hints at something, too.

Reading through the forum, apparently people have been complaining about this bug (among others) for months, but the dev
seems to have abandoned this game to work on their next title.

This is just another example of a good-looking game that got screwed up by inadequate play testing and bug-fixing. Why do
devs do things like this? Put in 98% of the work, and then not bother to finish the job? Do they think all this is good advertising
for the game they're working on now? I just don't get the logic.. Super polished ~ fast paced action game ~ very good !. It
reminds me of the Eragon DS game: Both are surprisingly well-made games based upon terrible films. Would recommend!. It's
a good little title.. The game itself is good, but the gamepad functionality was mishandled by whoever did the porting. One
controller resets the game with the press of a thumbstick, the other one does the same if I configure that gamepad to my
preferred layout.

Should the other games of the franchise make it onto Steam, I will ignore them based on how this game was handled thus far.

Fix this, if you want my money for future games.
. Ok, this is a good game, so: thumps up!

However, if this is your first "Strategic Command" game, go for "War in Europe" first.

The game balance on that one is slightly better. The world map has a larger scale, so the Russian invasion really becomes the
desperate struggle it was in history.

But make no mistake: both Strategic Command games are new classics in turn based gaming, because they strike the perfect
balance between complexity and game play simplicity.

The AI especially is impressively competent.. One of the coolest dlc damn straight!! 10\/10
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goosebumps is what some grownups grew up with, I am 13, and will be 14 in 3 days, but I will not be playing it until march 7
probably.. WITH THIS , JOJO! , I REJECT MY SOCIAL LIFE.

10\/10 Game.

Fingers are sticky and i don't regret \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING my cats.

. good game :D reminds me of the good old days... ^^. I absolutely can not believe this game is only $2.

It seems quite easy at first, but gets difficult very quickly. There's a hint system if you need it, and I have had to use it on a
couple of levels, but the logic is sound, and it's good fun.

I've spent a lot more on games that I haven't enjoyed nearly as much, or played as long, so I'd recommend it to anyone... 8/10
Fun to play.. Got stuck too many times.. Only buy ESEA if you are at least DMG.

If you are below DMG, you will literally be r@ped every game.

Otherwise it's awesome.. this game makes me♥♥♥♥♥♥♥as hard as dywane johnson
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